COUNT ON US

When you need to rent steam generation equipment, your time is at a premium. Whether it’s a business crisis, a planned outage or a temporary capacity issue, you can count on Wabash Power to deliver the right equipment. Right now.

At Wabash, we understand your urgency. And we’ve built our entire business to come through for you. It’s not just about our inventory—one of the industry’s largest fleets of reliable, high-quality equipment. It’s also about our expertise in matching that inventory to your situation. And our commitment to delivering what you need as fast as you need it. Over the road. Through the air. Or across the water.

All you have to do is call, and your equipment will be on its way. That’s the confidence our customers have enjoyed for decades. And it’s just one of the many reasons you can count on us.
Why Wabash.

**SPEED.** Our competitors measure a turnaround in hours and days. We measure it in minutes.

**INVENTORY.** We keep one of the world’s largest, newest and most reliable inventories of high-quality equipment.

**SMARTS.** Our people have the experience and technical know-how to craft just the right solution.

**MARKET KNOWLEDGE.** We stay on top of evolving environmental issues, escalating fuel costs and other challenges so that we can continue designing solutions to meet today’s requirements.

**DEPENDABILITY.** Because we’re responsive, fair and steadfast, our customers count on us for more than the right equipment. Our job is not complete until you’re generating steam.

**COMPASSION.** We know you have a lot on your mind, but we can ease part of the burden. Steam generation equipment is what we thrive on, so you can count on us to be there for you.

---

**Trailer-Mounted Saturated Boilers**

Every Wabash trailer-mounted saturated boiler is easy to operate, cost effective and environmentally compliant. We’re always ready to move at a moment’s notice.

Our entire fleet of rental boiler packages includes simple control schemes, low NOx emissions and high fuel efficiency.

- 10,000 to 85,000 PPH steam capacity
- 100-725 psig operating pressure
- Natural gas, #2 fuel oil, and/or constant value refinery gas

Optional equipment:
- Economizer packages
- Mobile SCR systems (5-9 ppm NOx)
- Trailer and skid mounted water treatment systems
- Associated ancillary equipment
Trailer-Mounted Superheated Boilers
Discover the reason refineries, utilities, petrochemical, chemical, paper and other major processing industries have counted on us for many years.

With one call, you can access the nation’s largest fleet of medium- and high-pressure, superheated boilers.

- 30,000 to 75,000 PPH steam capacity
- 350 psig design with operating ranges from 125 to 325 psig
- 750 psig design with operating ranges from 350 to 675 psig
- Maximum superheat temperature of 750 °F

Optional equipment:
- Economizer packages
- Mobile SCR systems (5-9 ppm NOx)
- Trailer and skid mounted water treatment systems
- Associated ancillary equipment

Packaged Watertube Boilers
Wabash also offers large package boiler systems, ready to ship by rail.

- Capacity from 100,000 to 250,000 PPH
- Saturated and superheated
- Pressures as high as 1,025 psig
- Maximum superheat temperatures of 900 °F

And More at the Ready
Whatever you need, Wabash has the inventory, the expertise and the commitment to deliver the right high-quality equipment faster than all the rest.

By land, air and sea, our inventory is ready to go. And so are we. So give us a call today at (800) 704-2002. Count on us!